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Assignment 4.1: Non-injective Agreement
Consider the two definitions of non-injective agreement from the lecture. The first defines
AgreementNI (A,B,M) as the set of traces tr satisfying

∀tid. (tid, sig(commitA, A,B,M)) ∈ set(tr) ∧B 6= i
⇒ ∃tid′. (tid′, sig(runningB, B,A,M)) ∈ set(tr)

The second one is based on the prefix relation v and defines Agreement ′NI (A,B,M) as the
set of traces tr satisfying

∀tid, tr′. tr′ · (tid, sig(commitA, A,B,M)) v tr ∧B 6= i
⇒ ∃tid′. (tid′, sig(runningB, B,A,M)) ∈ set(tr′)

The second definition emphasizes the temporal ordering of the signals: the matching running
signal must occur before the commit signal in a trace. The first one is a simplification where
only the (unordered) set of events occurring on a trace is considered.

Convince yourself that the two definitions are equivalent, i.e.,

Tr ⊆ AgreementNI (A,B,M) if and only if Tr ⊆ Agreement ′NI (A,B,M)

where Tr = traces(P, IK 0, th0) is the set of traces generated by an arbitrary protocol P from
the initial state ([], IK 0, th0).

Hint: The set if traces Tr is closed under prefixes, i.e., whenever tr ∈ Tr and tr′ v tr then
also tr′ ∈ Tr .

Solution

We show each direction of the equivalence in turn. We abbreviate Tr = traces(P, IK0, th0).

“⇒”: Suppose that Tr ⊆ AgreementNI (A,B,M) and that tr ∈ Tr . Suppose further that
tr′ · (tid, sig(commitA, A,B,M)) v tr and B 6= i. We have to show that there is a thread ID
tid′ such that

(tid′, sig(runningB, B,A,M)) ∈ set(tr′).
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Since the set of traces of a protocol is closed under prefixes, we have

tr′′ = tr′ · (tid, sig(commitA, A,B,M)) ∈ Tr

and hence tr′′ ∈ AgreementNI (A,B,M) by assumption. Since we have assumed that B 6=
i and we have (tid, sig(commitA, A,B,M)) ∈ set(tr′′), it follows from the definition of
AgreementNI (A,B,M) that there is a thread ID tid′ such that

(tid′, sig(runningB, B,A,M)) ∈ set(tr′′)
Then the required result follows immediately the definition of tr′′ and the fact that the running
and commit signals are distinct.

“⇐”: Suppose that Tr ⊆ Agreement ′NI (A,B,M) and that tr ∈ Tr . Assume further that
(tid, sig(commitA, A,B,M)) ∈ set(tr) and B 6= i. We have to show that there is a thread ID
tid′ such that

(tid′, sig(runningB, B,A,M)) ∈ set(tr).
Since (tid, sig(commitA, A,B,M)) ∈ set(tr), the given commit event occurs somewhere
on tr, i.e., there is tr′ such that tr′ · (tid, sig(commitA, A,B,M)) v tr. Since we have
tr ∈ Agreement ′NI (A,B,M) and B 6= i by assumption, we know that there is a thread ID tid′

such that
(tid′, sig(runningB, B,A,M)) ∈ set(tr′).

Then the desired result follows immediately from tr′ v tr.

Assignment 4.2: The Lazy Intruder
Consider the constraint set:

from( 〈i, NA〉 ; IK 0)
from( 〈b, {|i, N ′

A, NB|}sk(b,s)〉 ; IK 1)
from( 〈{|i,KAB|}sk(b,s), {|nb1|}KAB

〉 ; IK 2)

where

IK 0 = {a, b, s, i, sk(i, s)}
IK 1 = IK 0 ∪ { {|i, NA, nb1|}sk(b,s) }
IK 2 = IK 1 ∪ { {|b, kab1, N ′

A, NB|}sk(i,s), {|i, kab1|}sk(b,s), kab1, N ′
A, NB}

(a) Show that this constraint set together with the initial substitution σ = [ ] is a satisfiable
constraint store.

(b) Find all solutions of this constraint store using the composition and unify rules.

(c) Show that the above constraint store is induced by the Yahalom protocol if we instantiate
A with the intruder i, and B and S with the honest agents b and s:1

1Since we have omitted the analysis rules of the lazy intruder in the lecture, we have already decomposed pairs
and added the contents of all messages encrypted with sk(i, s) that the intruder can read to the respective
intruder knowledges IK 0, IK 1 and IK 2.
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Initiator
A

Responder
B

Server
S

A,NA

B, {|A,NA, NB |}sk(B,S)

{|B,KAB , NA, NB |}sk(A,S), {|A,KAB |}sk(B,S)

{|A,KAB |}sk(B,S), {|NB |}KAB

msc Yahalom protocol

Hint: Assume that the initial threads are closed, i.e., instantiated except for the bound
variables just as in the ground semantics. Recall that the intruder does not instantiate
roles and execute threads himself.

(d) Why is there both NA and N ′
A in the constraint store (i.e. why may these be different

values)?

(e) Consider the goal B weakly authenticates S on KAB. Show that this goal is violated by
the trace resulting from one solution of the constraint store above.

Solution

(a) The constraint store is satisfiable:

(1) The first constraint is solved by first using the composition rule on 〈i, NA〉 giving
the constraint from(i, NA; IK 0). Then i can be removed since it is in IK 0 (using
the unify rule). We leave NA for now (as we are lazy; formally: we cannot apply
any rule).

(2) In the second constraint 〈b, {|i, N ′
A, NB|}sk(b,s)〉 is first handled by the composition

rule, and removing b with the unify rule. For the remaining {|i, N ′
A, NB|}sk(b,s),

we can apply only unification with {|i, NA, nb1|}sk(b,s) ∈ IK 1 (because the intruder
does not know sk(b, s)). This yields the substitution σ = [NA 7→ N ′

A, NB 7→ nb1].
(3) The remaining constraint store is thus:

from( N ′
A ; IK 0)

from( 〈{|i,KAB|}sk(b,s), {|nb1|}KAB
〉 ; IK 2σ)

(4) We can solve the last constraint as follows: first we use the composition rule to
obtain: from( {|i,KAB|}sk(b,s), {|nb1|}KAB

; IK 2σ)
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(5) Now we can unify the sk(b, s)-encrypted message with {|i, kab1|}sk(b,s) ∈ IK 2 thus
obtaining σ′ = σ[KAB 7→ kab1].

(6) This leaves the constraint from( {|nb1|}kab1 ; IK 2σ
′)

(7) Since kab1, nb1 ∈ IK 2σ
′, we can solve this using first composition and then unify

on kab1 and nb1. This leaves a simple constraint store: from(N ′
A; IK 0).

(b) The only point where we have a choice in this reduction is step (5): here, we could
alternatively unify the term {|i,KAB|}sk(b,s) with the older term {|i, N ′

A, nb1|}sk(b,s) ∈
IK 1σ! The substitution is then σ′ = σ[KAB 7→ 〈N ′

A, nb1〉]. This yields the remaining
constraint from({|nb1|}〈N ′

A,nb1〉; IK 2σ
′) which can be solved by composition and unify,

since nb1 ∈ IK 2σ
′ and N ′

A is an intruder-generated term.

(c) The constraint set is obtained by the following sequence of actions: b receives the first
message of the protocol (from i in role A) and sends the second (to s in role S). s
receives a second message of the protocol and sends the third. b receives the fourth
message of the protocol.

(d) The value NA that b receives may in general be different from the value N ′
A that s

receives, e.g. when the intruder replays an old message.

(e) If we equip the roles with running and commit signals for the goal

B weakly authenticates S on KAB

then the server s generates the signal event runningS(s, b, kab1) before it sends its
message to i (in role A) and after the responder B has received the last message, it
signals commitB(b, s,KAB) for whatever KAB it has received. In one solution of the
constraint store the received key is KAB 7→ kab1, which is completely fine; in the
other solution, however, b receives the key KAB 7→ 〈NA, nb1〉. In this case we have a
commit without a matching running signal, and thus non-injective agreement on KAB

is violated.
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